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Georgian London Pelican Books
In the teeming, disordered, and sexually charged square half-mile centred on London's Covent Garden something extraordinary evolved in the 18th century. It was the world's first creative 'Bohemia'.
The First Bohemians: Life and Art in London's Golden Age
The best fully Georgian book I know of and I absolutely adore it'- Sabrina Ghayour. Included in 'Six of the best new tomes with which to travel in your kitchen'- Guardian COOK 'A ...
Supra - A feast of Georgian cooking
As Bridgerton begins filming its second season, Catherine Ostler's new book about the Duchess who enthralled Georgian society makes for excellent background reading ...
The story of the Duchess who scandalised Georgian society
The five little children in World War II London who are the main characters ... like most of his other books—which range from memoir (“The Child That Books Built”) to fiction (“Golden ...
‘Light Perpetual’ Review: Children of the 20th Century
In Bridgerton's England, by Antonia Hicks, the reader learns how grand mansions and sweeping classical landscapes were given star turns in season one of the blockbuster series.
The REAL England of Bridgerton revealed: New book details the magnificent filming locations used to bring the Netflix series to life
For three centuries, ballad-singers thrived at the heart of life in London. One of history's great paradoxes ... This history spans the Georgian heyday and Victorian decline of those who sang in the ...
The Ballad-Singer in Georgian and Victorian London
Wild swimming has soared in popularity over the past year, as nature has provided some much needed solace while we've navigated through shifting restrictions. Though you’d be forgiven for not wanting ...
11 best wild swimming spots in and around London to try this year
Mid-eighteenth-century London witnessed a major expansion in public culture as a result of a rapidly commercialising society. Of the many sites of entertainment, the most celebrated (and often ...
Women, Sociability and Theatre in Georgian London
We follow the trails trodden a century ago by a band of revolutionary poets who fell for this corner of rural England ...
Roads taken: the Gloucestershire footpaths that were the making of Robert Frost
Art UK has previously asked 'where are the people of colour in the nation's oil paintings?' – taking a look not just at Black subjects, but a range of sitters of colour. Even up until the twentieth ...
Recognising Black achievement: ten sitters in sculpture
We asked a selection of famous Blue Badge Guides - who undergo rigorous exams - about seven UK cities close to their hearts, and why you should visit their neck of the woods.
For the inside track on Britain's cities book a tour with an officially trained Blue Badge Guide
With six weeks to go until the inaugural EA Festival, a stunning new sculpture exhibition in the grounds of Hedingham Castle and a curated retail marketplace have now been announced.
Sculpture Exhibition And Curated Marketplace Announced For New Culture Festival
Good food, delicious cider, sprawling estates and dapper young team who could burst into an impromptu Charleston at any moment ...
This first class train to lunch in the country is an idyllic escape from London
Here are some of the best so far: from the American Civil War to the court of James I to medieval Germany, Georgian London and beyond. Truly, fiction helps us to travel in time and space!
The best historical fiction books of 2021 so far
Renowned historian and author Lucy Inglis will give us an insight into the 1820s, when the Union Chain Bridge across the River Tweed was built. She will look at the cosmopolitan exchange and travel of ...
Live Like a Georgian: What Was Life Like When the Union Chain Bridge Was Built? - Lucy Inglis
With the rule of six finally in back place indoors – meaning we can gather with friends and family in our very own homes once again – Petersham Nurseries’ first ever book couldn’t have come along at a ...
London’s celebrated Petersham Nurseries launches debut book
Rezo Gabriadze, a legendary Georgian theater director and film screenwriter who has won broad fame across the former Soviet Union for movies he wrote, has died ...
Georgian director, screenwriter Gabriadze dies at 84
Our personal pick of east London's best beer gardens ... Previously answering to the name of The Pelican and later The Devil's Tavern, and with a pedigree stretching back to 1520, it was already ...
East London's Best Beer Gardens
We have no appetite to move out of central London for more space.” The inner London borough of Islington is good at retaining residents. According to Savills’ deal book, 54 per cent of sellers ...
Islington house sales are strong as its cultural life reawakens
Housed in a Georgian limestone building ... Just over an hour by train from London, Hampton Manor is incredibly easy to get to and makes for a sumptuous escape. Complete with a Michelin starred ...
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